
The Universe is not Expanding  
 

Modern Gravitational theory:  

 

 “Gravitational worlds, they are moving or changing the orbit with their all family members 

depending on the nuclear of each other” 

 

In or under the circumstances- See- Structure of Sketch of the Universe & the Universe is not 

Expanding  

 

Inside the view/sketch of the universe, other than the first one with nuclear fusion of the 

gravitation world from the depth of the past, there have been six divisible of the gravitation 

spheres/world and the first one is a unit and the rest six are collective viz. (1) Primordial black 

hole of nuclear fusion of universe (before big bang) (2) black hole named super massive or 

quasar with nuclear fusion of clusters of galaxies (origin of tremendous radiation dimension) (3) 

black hole named super nova or pulsar with nuclear fusion of cluster of galaxies (the rest of 

super nova bang) (4) Normal black hole with nucleus of galaxy or nuclear fusion of 

constellation. (5) The star or the sun with nuclear fusion of planets. (6) The planet or nuclear 

fusion of minor planet. (7) The minor planet or moons.  

 

    The presence/existence of absolute time were in space, time and field before the expanding of 

the universe, its two dimensions were in the field or in the field of energy in single dimension. 

There was no length of space and time and was no present and past but the presence of the 

present in the time of constant and its boundary were in the deepest. The length of time and 

space and along with the presence of rest two dimensions has been created through big bang, in 

the present situation; the boundary of length is large in the difference of space, time and field. 

The boundary of depth length in the past, remaining in the similarity of solar evolution 

dimension is increasing accordingly. Therefore, the beginning of the universe was from large 

field of energetic dimension or from single energetic dimension of absolute time of absolute 

space of big black hole in the nuclear fusion.  

According to law of expandable gravitation; the gravitational worlds of the Universe are 

expanding from each other in the motion of different dimension. The difference of matters have 

come by the touch of different motion in the expanded gravitational worlds or due to deduction 

of velocity speed of the gravitational worlds in different dimension, the evolution of energy 

dimension is differently going on. The existence of different matters in the physical world has 

come by the lowest evolution dimension and the black hole in the critical evolution dimension. 

The gravitational worlds were in the deepest place of the past, and its reality we found in the 

single dimension of matters. The single dimension in the last position of all types of matters 

which is energy or ray. So, the big bang occurred in the joining of this theory together with the 

law of expanding. We know that the difference of changing in matters is by the velocity of the 

matters and as per this theory in the absolute zero or before departure or before the touch of 

speed, the physical worlds were in the big black hole of nuclear fusion in the single dimension of 
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matters from which the motion of matters in the matters of single dimension had been created in 

the big bang.  

The age of present universe is the length of evolution boundary of single energy dimension: As 

per logical proof, the big bang had been occurred in the beginning of the creation from the 

deepest mass of the past. The reality of big bang we realized according to the situation of 

expanding nuclear theory and the theory of the single dimension of the physical world in the past 

but side by side of the reality, it is remaining more and more questions that what were happened 

or remaining before big bang or what were remaining in the past? From that big bang we get the 

beginning of the place time and field. As the answer of this question, after analysis and 

experiment it is to be said that in the last boundary of the physical world in the past, we get the 

existence of energy or ray. This energy and ray is flowing by the nuclear law of gravitation or 

with the gravitational force is spreading in the space or crunching. According to this law, in the 

past before big bang there is / was the large field of single dimension of energy or big black hole, 

from which flowing the gravitational force influences the energetic dimension. In this 

circumstances, the question may be arise that, what were before big black hole or its before? In 

answer to this question: there is no depth of imagination or everything stands instantly, i.e. it is 

impossible to take our imagination back before this. So, the answer of this question is too short 

that is before this we feel the existence of nature (Allah/God). 

Through the big bang from the big black hole or large field of natural power, the parts of energy 

is divisible, most of energy is stored in the big black hole or in the field of nature. It is found that 

the difference of the names of the nature in the deepest position in the past which is similar to the 

religious ideas as big black hole, (a) combination of single dimension of energy (b) The large 

field of natural energy (c) Nuclear fusion of the universe (d) Absolute space of absolute time (e) 

Absolute zero of time (f) Nuclear circle of gravitational force (g) Unity of place (h) time and 

field (i) Single dimension of physical world (j) Single position of the present (k) Past and future 

(l) The present position in the infinite time (m) The mass of the universe in the deepest past, 

power, energy etc.  

There is/were the combination of energy in the past of present universe, as result of this rolling 

or moving is the everything of this physical world we found the reality of big bang in the law of 

single dimension of the physical worlds. Accordingly for the reason of influence of gravitational 

force or universal ray, it proves the partial division of energy. The nuclear space of the universe 

or the large field of single energy of eternity in the deepest position of the past or the big black 

hole on the place of big bang, its tremendous dimension is gravitational force or cosmic ray.  

According to the law of gravitation formula; from the primordial black hole, the some parts of 

energy had been divided through big bang, so, there is large field of energy from where the big 

crunch will be or had become. Therefore, in the formula of unity in the space, time and place of 

growth and finalization, it is realized the big crunch of the universe. From the big black hole of 

nuclear fusion of the universe, the gravitational worlds will be settled in the same place of past of 

big bang through big crunch.  

The radiation of gravitational force or cosmic ray scattering/spreading around the absolute zero, 

without getting the settlement of absolute zero, it will come back to its beginning place, which is 

occurring in the circle of the universe. In the formula of this law, we realized the reality of big 

crunch of the universe or like force of gravitation it will come back to the beginning place or 

nuclear primordial black hole of the universe through big crunch. Before the formation of picture 
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of the present universe, the gravitational force or cosmic ray had been flown through critical 

speed and in the eternal radius is moving unimaginable large circle have been settled at the place 

of beginning. Therefore, in the boundary of growth and finalization or from the growth of 

gravitational force up to finalization, there is sphere of eternal radius or formation of circle. The 

nuclear of circle of the gravitational force or nucleus fusion in the middle of boundary or 

primitive big black hole. The parts of energy being divisible through big bang, had been spread 

around from the nucleus of the circle of the gravitational force and as a result of the movement 

and changes of the spread energy, everything of the present universe had been created.  

The gravitational worlds of the universe in the eternal radius of the circle, in the large distance 

around from the nuclear of the circle, there are six collective worlds; they are closely related with 

each other by their gravitation through the nuclear fusion formula. Out of collective six 

gravitational worlds, three collective worlds are invisible and another collective three are visible. 

The collective invisible worlds are three kinds of black hole and rested three are visible solar 

system, the visible worlds are in the deepest place of future from the place of nuclear fusion of 

the circle. The gravitational worlds of the nuclear circle of the gravitational worlds, they are 

expandable with other in the orbits around nucleus, resulting this it seems that the universe is 

expanding. Really, from the nuclear of the circle of the gravitational force, the gravitational 

worlds are expanding from each other being moves around the radius of nuclear inside the circle 

or in the difference of movement their distance boundary are always increasing in the eternal 

radius. Galaxies or planets are not going away from one another. But this scenery appears to be 

different by sitting in the real world which was not received by going to the last location of the 

boundary of the depth of imagination of our brain. So, Expended velocity of the universe is 

going forward towards the critical radius. 

 

In continuity of gravitational divisible or distribution; The figure of sketch of 

universe is visible, from gravitational divisible. Because of big bang from nuclear fusion of 

universe, there has been the incidence of figure of six collective original of the gravitation 

divisible, the first one of which is the black hole of the invisible first dimension. The big black 

hole of the first dimension having been made as the nucleus, the clusters of galaxies moves into 

their orbits. The second dimension black hole is in the nuclear fusion of the cluster of galaxies. 

The galaxies move into their orbits taking the second dimension black hole as the nuclear. The 

three dimension last black hole is in the nucleus of galaxy or nuclear fusion of constellation. The 

constellations move into their orbits taking the black hole as their nucleus. In the world of fourth 

gravitation the planets move into their orbits taking the star or sun and the sun thereto as their 

nucleus. The minor planets move into their orbits taking planet as their nucleus and the planets 

thereto in the fifth gravitation world. The sixth or the last gravitation world pertains to the minor 

planets. In the figure method of sketch of universe, there has been such a figure of partial 

original sketch and there have been the figure of full view of universe in connection with the 

coordination of partial view or collective gravitational worlds. 

 

Gravitational Power and cosmic rays; Cosmic ray has played the main role 

uninterrupted spreading in the universe as it took up the responsibility or acted as helper for the 

visible advent or for the different forms of the single matter. Spread of gravitational force creator 
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an unimaginable circle with a very large radius on all sides of the universe within which there is 

the visible picture of the curvature of place and time. 

Connection between the centers or the reservoir of the real sole power or high radiation of the 

big black hole is the cosmic ray or gravitational force, origin and disposal of which has 

conformity with each other. After the spreading of radiation or cosmic ray they have returned to 

their respective sources of origin or to the big black hole again, advent of a part of which 

occurred on the curvature of the radius due to the evolution of the unit of the level of energy. 

    According to the theory of the flowing gravitational force: As a result of the big bang 

single store house of nature (Power) became divided and Spread in the space. After lagging 

behind from the level of speed of the level of power of the spread of gravitational force there was 

evolution in the level of power, after going to the specific level of evolution quasar or super 

massive black hole got its full form. After lagging behind from the gravitational force, after 

going to another specific level, pulsars were created from the quasar or super massive black hole 

around which galaxies are continually moving in a circular motion. 

 

As a result of the research carried out for getting the answers or solutions of these, it comes out 

that, huge level of radiation expands on all sides of the space from the huge store of sole power 

of nature which again falls on it self or it falls again on its place of origin and as a result of 

falling on itself a circle of critical radius was created and as a consequence of falling on itself a 

circle of critical radius of an unimaginable large place was created. Within the radius of the 

gravitational force the worlds of gravitation are becoming the victims of deference. Rolling and 

moving of matters of deferent speed within the deferent depths of the circle of the level of 

radiation. All these things are becoming possible due to the influence of the gravitational force 

with the other force or energy. Behind the creation of the universe there is gravitational force 

along with the other forces. And after carrying out extensive research for finding out the places 

of origin of these other forces or the causes behind the creation of these, it comes out that there 

are divisible of gravitational force in the present condition and the worlds of the divisible are 

connected with world of gravitation by central connections through the connection of each other.  

Therefore, as a result of the big bang a part of the original level of power became divisible from 

the absolute place of absolute time of absolute zero of time of absolute space or from the huge 

store of the power of the nature or from the big black hole of the sole level of power of the 

deepest past, i.e. there is the big black hole of the eternal period in the central connection of the 

space of the universe or there is the huge store of sole level of energy and the place of that 

absolute time of that huge store is the place of origin or settlement of gravitational force or 

cosmic ray. 

  

Six collective gravitational worlds; The main nucleuses of the gravitational world from the big 

black hole to big bang there have been six collective main gravitational worlds. The gravitational 

worlds, having been divided into branches, sub-branches and minor branches, separate 

gravitational worlds, have been created. The gravitational force of black holes, having been all-

out confined into the circle of big radius, move round their nucleus of their respective origins. 

The confined quasars or super massive black holes because of the gravitation of the nuclear 

fusion and the quasars or super massive black hole together with all of them, depending on the 
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nuclear fusion s mass of the universe shall be the victim of big crunch or has been such just for a 

single round/lap. The clusters of galaxies are confined because of the gravitation of quasars or 

super massive black holes and the cluster of galaxies depending on the nucleus of quasar or super 

massive black hole as mass move round the critical radius. The confined galaxies because of the 

gravitation of nucleus of cluster of galaxies and depending on the nucleus mass move round the 

critical radius. Every galaxy confined because of the gravitation of nuclear fusion of galaxies and 

depending on their nucleus as mass move round the critical radius. The confined constellations 

because of the gravitation of nucleus of galaxy and the constellation all are moving round their 

respective critical radius. The planets confined because of the gravitation of the nucleus of stars 

and depending on the nucleus as mass moves round. The confined minor planets because of the 

gravitation of nucleus of planets and the minor planets, depending on the nucleus as mass, move 

round. Thus because of co-operation of each other or gravitation they have become the victim of 

rolling and moving. Out of the six main gravitational worlds, three worlds are invisible or the 

living rest three are visible or real world. From the nucleus of galaxy of real world are the stars, 

out of which our sun is an ordinary star of middle class standard. At the fifth layer of the arrived 

views from the stars to the planets, one of which is our earth. They arrived views have its last 

layers wherein are the minor planets. 

By the telescope, Astronomer Edwin P. Hubble first observed the distribution of galaxies in 

space in 1929. Hubble found that most of the galaxies outside of the local group are receding 

from us, and the ones farther away are receding the fastest. From Hubble’s observation, scientists 

discovered that the universe is expanding.  

 Yet, “Gravitational worlds, they are moving or changing the orbit with their all family members 

depending on the nuclear of each other”. Circumstantial evidence: the super cluster of galaxies, 

cluster of galaxies and galaxy, this there are the black hole of another kinds of energy in the deep 

of gravitational world, they are moving or changing the orbit with their all family members 

depending on the nuclear of each other. According to this information; as I see it, all the 

gravitation worlds of universe have become the victims of rolling or moving into the oval orbits 

of critical radius. The gravitational worlds of the nuclear circle of the gravitational worlds, they 

are expandable with other in the orbits around nucleus, resulting this it seems that the universe is 

expanding. See reality in our solar world about moons, planets orbits system and also see in our 

galaxy Milky Way stars orbits formula. From the nuclear of the circle of the gravitational force, 

the gravitational worlds are expanding from each other being moves around the radius of nuclear 

inside the circle or in the difference of movement their distance boundary are always increasing 

in the eternal radius. Again law of philosophy: “An individual respective very location is the 

present and the rest all locations are of the deep of the past”. In this way; see big bang is earliest 

known event. So, see scientist Edwin P. Hubble discovery is blunder about universe is expanding 

because expended velocity of the universe is going forward towards the critical radius. 

Big black hole to big bang; Form the big black hole of the sole power of nature the deepest part 

of the past the universe began as a result of the big bang. As a part of the power the nature 

became divisible by the big bang, location of the big black hole on the central connection of the 

universe shall remain forever and from there radiation of the gravitational force shall spread all 

over the universe. 
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According to the rule of the creation everything shall be the indivisible in the origin and disposal 

i.e. space, time, energy shall remain bound in one level or real level. According to this theory 

after the origin of gravitational force or cosmic ray they are disposed continually to the same 

location of their origin. Real meaning of it is that after flowing from the big black hole or huge 

store of energy from the central connection of universe, gravitational force or cosmic ray has 

created unimaginable huge circle of critical speed within which visible world was created in the 

critical radius. 

Within the middle boundary of the gravitational force or in the deepest part of the big black hole 

of the sole power and in the deeper parts of different boundary black hole of the invisible world 

are located. Boundary of the circle of the gravitational force is the today’s universe within which 

there are six collective within which there are six collective worlds of gravitation and there is the 

sole world of gravitation in the middle boundary. Due to the big bang a part of the gravitation 

became divisible form the sole gravitation and spread on all sides.  

By going to the backwards behind the velocity of the spread  gravitational force by different 

levels of different black holes different levels of power were created and from the last black hole 

visible world or the solar worlds in the picturesque pictures are the worlds of those gravitation. 

Space, time and critical curvatures of the gravitational force are continually expanding. 

Following the theory of gravitational force visible pictures are continually expanding on the 

critical radius or on a plane within the depth of which there is the big black hole of the central 

connectors. It is proved due to this that, the radius of the universe is not increasing rather it is 

expanding or extending from the inner side of the circle of gravitational force or extending 

towards the place of the critical radius. 

Place of each in the space is the present time of oneself and everybody is at the location of the 

past of all. According to this theory every one of the visible picture everyone is located in the 

place of everybody, in the deepest location of all there is the present time of them or the big 

black hole of the same place of their own space, time and energy. Visible pictures are continuing 

to change their places in the place of the critical curvature. So the distance from each other shall 

be increasing. But the main place of their advent and origin of themselves shall not change 

significantly due to the change of distance from the main place of their own advent or origin. 

In this case main place of origin or central connection of the big black hole is related to the 

evolution of themselves through the distance. According to this theory, big black hole of the 

central connection of the universe or the huge reserve of the natural power is situated at a 

distance of the total age of light years of the advent of our this earth. Distance between them are 

increasing or which one is situated at the greater distance that one is going away at a grater 

speed, it does not mean that the universe is expanding. Actually visible pictures within the 

curvature of the circle of the gravitational force are separating from each other at their own 

speed, in this case, the deepest direction of the visible picture remains by facing towards the 

center of the universe in straight line. Although the distance between visible picture in the space, 

time and critical radius increases, yet the universe do not expand. The needed quantity of 

expansion of the universe was achieved long ago by the formation of the radius of circle of it 

through the gravitational force.  

Galaxies or planets are not going away from one another. But this scenery appears to be 

different by sitting in the real world which was not received by going to the last location of 

the boundary of the depth of imagination of our brain. So, Expended velocity of the 
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universe is going forward towards the critical radius. So, the universe is not expanding, 

being the nuclear of the circle of the gravitational force, the visible worlds are going in 

distance from each other in the difference of movement on the critical radius. 

  

 
 

https://shahidurrahmansikder.wordpress.com/2010/01/18/edwin-p-hubble/ 

 

Gravitational & Cosmology 

https://shahidurrahmansikder.wordpress.com/2010/05/09/gravitation/ 

 

New Discovery of the Universe: can be found at http://lnkd.in/Sn6wPK 

 

Nobel Prize in Physics 2017 

https://www.reddit.com/r/space/comments/74q6xn/ligo_scientists_who_detected_gravitatio

nal_waves/ 
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